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Security Expertise in the European
Union: The Challenges of
Comprehensiveness and Accountability

URSULA C. SCHRÖDER
European University Institute, San Domenico di Fiesole, Italy

ABSTRACT This article examines the role of expert knowledge for security-political
decision-making in the European Union. It observes that due to the pressures of an
increasingly complex and uncertain security environment, the relevance of expert advice as
an aid to political action has increased. After outlining the European Union’s specific
constellation of security experts and its ways of integrating expertise into its policy-making
structure, the article discusses the ensuing limitations and constraints that affect EU
security expertise. It contends that due to the fragmentation and opacity of the EU’s
security architecture, the EU faces a dual challenge of developing comprehensive and
accountable forms of dealing with security expertise. Lastly, the article discusses ways of
fostering comprehensive and accountable expert knowledge and points to difficult trade-offs
between demands to integrate expertise and the requirement of maintaining pluralistic
advice.

Introduction

The question of how expert knowledge influences political decision-making has

been the subject of many, sometimes contentious, debates. Yet it is not the

general necessity of using specialist advice in increasingly complex political and

social environments that policy-makers and academics question. Rather, recent

public disputes have focused on whether and how expert advice unduly

influences political decision-making by introducing biased or incorrect

propositions into the political arena.

As a model case of the latter, the British inquiries into intelligence expertise

used to justify the war against Iraq raised questions not only about the quality

of intelligence, but*following the suicide of weapons expert David Kelly*
also about the handling of sensitive information by the government and the

media.1 The subsequent Butler Report of July 2004 acknowledged that the
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changed nature of security challenges had led to a wider role of intelligence in

policy-making and concluded that key intelligence on Iraq’s weapons of mass

destruction had been unreliable.2 As to the former, the increasing relevance of

defence industry interest representation at the level of the European Union’s

security institutions, together with a lack of civilian participation in a security

advisory role, have been criticised. These two examples of current debates on

the role of security experts in policy-making lead to the general question of how

to foster the provision of sound and accountable specialised knowledge to

decision-makers in the security field.
While formerly limited to the national level, today the question of using

security expertise has also reached the institutions of the European Union.

However, although the EU now routinely uses expert advice for its security

policy initiatives, current research has paid little attention to the challenges of

this development. By discussing the different ways that security expertise enters

the decision-making process of the EU’s complex and multi-level system of

governing its new security architecture, the following article attempts to close

this research gap.

The article contends that debates about the role of expert knowledge as an

aid to security-political decisions should not limit themselves to discussing

instances of outright erroneous expertise, but should further explore today’s

increasingly multi-layered relationship between policy-making and expert

knowledge. It argues that the challenges of handling an increasingly complex

security environment have led policy-makers to depend more than ever on the

advice of external experts. As a result, broader questions about the role of

expertise in framing political agendas and providing options for action have

gained relevance. Yet the rising relevance of expert advice in policy-making

poses challenges to the accountability and transparency of the political process.

Specifically in the case of sensitive security advice that cannot easily be shared

with a wider audience, how to provide strong mechanisms of democratic

oversight for the handling of this type of expertise can be a difficult question.3

Beyond this challenge of ‘democratising expertise’, the increasing complexity of

security issues brings with it the need to wire up different forms of expert

knowledge in order to provide comprehensive forms of advice. The European

Union, this article argues, thus faces the dual challenge of developing

comprehensive and accountable forms of dealing with security expertise. It

contends that due to the fragmentation and opacity of its decision-making

system, the case of the European Union’s security architecture poses specific

problems in this regard.

In order to develop this argument, the first section of the article analyses the

changing role of expertise in policy-making, outlines the specificities of security

expertise and discusses the entry-points for expert knowledge into the EU’s

complex and unique decision-making system. The second section debates the

specific constellation of actors and policy fields relevant to EU security

expertise and distils three generic challenges that the European security
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institutions face. The last section sketches potential steps towards the provision

of accountable and comprehensive security advice in Europe.

The Changing Role of Expertise in Policy-making

It has become a commonplace argument that policy-makers increasingly

depend on expert advice. With ever-larger flows of goods, people and

information crossing national borders, and with the end of the Cold War

heralding a new era of political and social uncertainties, expert knowledge has

become a crucial factor for policy-makers. Increasingly, they have ‘turned to

specialists in order to ameliorate the uncertainties and help them to under-

stand . . . current issues and anticipate future trends’.4 At the same time,

though, never before has expertise ‘been so indispensable while being

simultaneously so hotly contested’.5 The basic dividing line between the

different stories in circulation about the role of expertise for political decisions

concerns the status of certainty about the likely outcomes of policy-making.

Earlier conventional stories advocated a ‘simple model’ of the relationship

between policy and expertise: based upon the assumption that ‘scientific truth

can speak to power’, a distinction was made between technical scientific advice

and the value-laden judgements of policy-makers. In this model, experts

were shielded from the interference of policy-makers, which enabled them to

provide neutral scientific advice on policy decisions.6 In its extreme form*the

‘technocratic model’7*experts or non-elected policy entrepreneurs alone shape

public policy. Typically, these models assume that rational analysis and

scientific examination of facts will bring about certainty and consensus on

possible policy solutions.

Yet, the realities of policy-making have always been more complex than these

simplistic models. Additionally, broader discussions about the inherent

theory*and valueladenness of knowledge*the notion that analysts’ value

orientations and choices of theoretical models shape the way scientific

questions are framed and thus the outcomes of scientific enquiries*
diminished faith in the seeming neutrality of technical expertise. Lastly, a

growing uncertainty about the larger implications of policy decisions and the

shape of future events in an increasingly globalised and interdependent world

hastened the decline of the ‘simple model’ of expert advice. Today, policy-

makers recognise that expert knowledge cannot eliminate the uncertainties that

derive from having to make political choices in complex environments. In line

with Haas’ argument that ‘uncertainty gives rise to demands for information’,8

the necessity of handling increasingly complex and uncertain environments led

to a stronger dependence of policy-makers on different forms of expert

knowledge. As a result, policy advisory committees, societal interest groups,

corporate lobbies and technical advisors all provide input into increasingly

overloaded political decision-making systems.
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Further complicating the relationship between policy-making and expert

knowledge, the complexity of today’s policy environment has given rise to a

novel breed of knowledge-based and networked form of expert advice. New

groups of actors have stepped into the policy arena to offer their own particular

take on a problem with a matching set of policy options. Emerging beside the

traditional triad of scientific advisory boards, interest groups and bureaucratic

politics, these expert groups have been conceptualised as ‘epistemic commu-

nities’,9 ‘policy communities’10 or ‘advocacy coalitions’.11 Epistemic commu-

nities are networks of ‘professionals with recognized expertise and competence

in a particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge

within that domain or issue-area’12 that share specific sets of normative and

causal beliefs. The influence of epistemic communities stems from their ability

to generate ‘definitions of interests’ for decision-makers. As Radaelli argues,

actors offering interpretation of a complex world ‘are in a pivotal position

because policy is first and foremost an attempt to understand and decode a

complex reality’.13 The ‘policy community’ approach also bases the emergence

of close, stable relationships between a ‘group of professional and political

actors intervening into the policy-process’ on their shared language and

understanding of problems.14 Advocacy coalitions, lastly, are defined as being

‘composed of actors from various governmental and private organisations who

both (a) share a set of normative and causal beliefs and (b) engage in a non-

trivial degree of co-ordinated activity over time’.15 These models of how expert

opinion influences policy-making converge on the assumption that public and

private professional actors both inside and outside the political administration

form policy networks based on shared beliefs in order to influence decision-

making on specific questions. As a result, the traditional divide between

external independent scientific advice and policy-makers dissolves. The use

of expertise in policy-making has thus come a long way from earlier forms of

uncontested scientific advice to the input of trans-national networks of

knowledge providers. The outlined changing role of expertise in policy-making

poses challenges both for the specific forms of expertise generated in the

security field and for the role of expert knowledge within the European Union’s

sphere of governance.

Specificities of Security Expertise

What is specific about the case of security expertise? Generally, the incorpora-

tion of specialised knowledge into political decision-making is a common

occurrence in the security field just as in most other policy fields. Yet the

extension of security concerns into new areas since the end of the Cold War,

and particularly since the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, has increased

the necessity for expert knowledge in the security sector. Experts are now called

on to provide knowledge on issues that go beyond traditional questions of

defence, with policy-makers seeking knowledge on a wide range of issues from
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the newest information and communication technologies to regional and

linguistic expertise. Policy-makers in the security field therefore need more

specific information that covers an ever-broader range of issues. However,

despite the described need for the infusion of specialised knowledge shared

across most policy fields, the configuration of experts in the security sector

differs from other areas: only a relatively small circle of actors provides security

expertise and*contrary to increasingly transnational and transversal security

challenges*expert advice has remained divided into domestic and external

aspects of security.
First, unlike political decision-making in the domestic arena that is

characterised by party and interest group competition, the security and foreign

policy arenas have traditionally been the nearly exclusive domain of the

political executive and the corresponding bureaucracies. Part of the reason for

this restriction is that the frequently sensitive nature of security policy issues

has made it difficult for external actors to gain access to information and to

influence policy-makers. This general problem of access, combined with the

traditionally secretive disposition of the internal security sector as well as the

military dominance of expertise on defence issues, has fostered the development

of small, closed professional communities of experts that today generate most

policy advice in the security field. These communities fall into three groups of

actors: in-house expertise generated within the security bureaucracies them-

selves, professional expertise provided by the armed and security services and

technological expertise provided by the defence industry. The civilian defence

research community has on the other hand only been involved to a very limited

extent.

Second, today’s wider and more complex notion of security diverges from the

predominantly military-based security concepts of the Cold War and presents a

challenge to traditional forms of security provision and expert advice. For

instance, the issues of terrorism, organised crime, failing states, proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction and regional conflict*the five dimensions of

threat outlined in the European Security Strategy16*cannot be categorised

into a single policy field. This phenomenon of transnational and trans-

boundary security challenges has been discussed under the labels of ‘mer-

ging’,17 ‘fusion’18 or ‘blurring’19 of the internal and external security agendas.

Common to these types of arguments is the observation that the advent of

complex security threats that cut across the dichotomy of the domestic and

international security arenas ended the well-established security sector con-

stellation of the Cold War era and led to uncertainty about the effectiveness of

traditional forms of security provision.

The new complexity of security affairs has repercussions for the provision of

expert advice: security experts both within and outside the governments and

security bureaucracies face the task of providing coherent and comprehensive

security advice to match the new multi-dimensionality of security threats. Yet,

as the case of the UK’s pre-war intelligence on Iraq showcased, the persistent
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institutional fragmentation of security expertise stood in the way of compre-

hensive advice. Instead of sharing expertise among all involved agencies, the

Butler Report on the UK’s intelligence procedures found that compartmenta-

lised and fragmented intelligence assessments were to blame for the contentious

inclusion in a UK government dossier that ‘Iraq could launch chemical or

biological weapons within 45 minutes of an order to do so’. It further argued

that relevant intelligence was excluded from circulation to ‘the few people in the

UK intelligence community able to form all-round, professional technical

judgements on its reliability and significance’, in this case the weapons experts

of the UK Defence Intelligence Staff.20 Both legacies*the dominance of

closed groups of professional security experts and the fragmentation of security

expertise*also affect the European Union. The following sections first show

how the EU generally incorporates expert knowledge into its decision-making

processes and then goes on to specify the challenges of providing security

expertise for EU policy-making.

Expert Advice in the European Union

For the EU, with its complex institutional structure and its multiple access

points for the entry of specialist knowledge, the reliance on expert advice has

always been a feature of its political process and comes in a variety of guises. A

wide range of interest groups, think-tanks, professional policy communities and

bureaucratic stakeholders have of late joined traditional forms of providing

expertise such as scientific advisory boards and expert committees. Each of

these push their own agenda and, with it, their specific perspective on particular

policy issues. Yet the EU’s unique decision-making system with its ‘extreme

openness of decision making to lobbyists and the considerable weight of

national politico-administrative elites within the process’21 has invited this

proliferation of experts from its very beginnings. From the early strategies of

‘engrenage’*the process of engaging national experts or lobby-groups in EU-

level activities*to today’s complex system of expert committees and consulta-

tion procedures, the EU has continuously depended on the infusion of

specialised knowledge into its decision-making processes.

Faced with the continued extension of EU competences, this dependence on

outside expertise comes as no surprise. On the contrary, recent research has

consistently highlighted the mismatch between an increase in EU functions and

its administrative resources. For the case of the European Commission, Kassim

argued that despite the ‘dramatic increase in the number, complexity, and

difficulty of its tasks, there has been no commensurate rise in its personnel

resources’.22 It hence ‘relies to a large extent on national officials to provide

technical expertise and support’.23 Similarly, Pollack stated that ‘EU suprana-

tional agencies are thinly staffed and enjoy little scientific or technical

expertise’.24 This point is also corroborated by a recent observation that due

to staff shortages, both the European Commission and Parliament have come
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to rely more on advice from national policy-makers and independent scientific

advisors.25 The European Council, furthermore, has always largely depended

on committee structures made up entirely of national experts drawn from EU

member states.

Because of its strong dependence on external advice, the European

Commission has developed several mechanisms for integrating external

expertise into its policy process. Beyond the in-house expertise that it draws

from its different departments and the Joint Research Centre, the Commission

relies on the input of both ad hoc and permanent advisory groups, external

consultants, and on consultation procedures which involve interested parties

and the wider public, creating a forum for their voice in the policy-making

process. External expertise is present at all stages of the policy process: from the

initial definition of a policy area to the shaping of policy options and policy

proposals to the policy implementation and review phases. Yet, despite its long

tradition of external advice and consultation of interested parties, the

Commission only recently started to regulate the process of how this

information enters its political system.

Starting with the 2001 ‘White Paper on Governance’26 that promoted greater

openness, accountability and responsibility for all those involved in European

policy-making, the Commission has subsequently clarified the ways in which

external advice impacts on its policies. The ‘Guidelines on the Collection and

use of Expertise by the Commission’ outline good practices with regard to the

use of expertise and particularly stress the need for transparency in relation to

the ways issues are framed, experts are selected, and results are handled as a key

precondition for more accountability.27 In parallel, the Commission’s ‘Com-

munication on a Culture of Consultation and Dialogue’ stressed the duty of the

Commission to widely consult in the process of policy-making. Yet it also

argued that consultation merely supplemented the notion of representative

democracy and ‘the guiding principle for the Commission is therefore to give

interested parties a voice, but not a vote’.28

In 2005, the new Commissioner for Administrative Affairs Siim Kallas put

the issue of how to regulate external input into the Commission’s work back on

the agenda. Presenting a general ‘European Transparency Initiative’ (ETI), he

argued that the EU needed transparency to ensure the proper functioning of its

decision-making processes.29 While also highlighting the need for integrity and

transparency within the EU institutions, Kallas stressed that organisations and

persons representing interests or providing advice to the European institutions

should also be held accountable. In May 2006, a Green Paper on Transparency

further outlined this need for a more structured framework for interest

representation as one of its three core objectives: not only should it be

apparent which interests they represent, it must also be clear what their mission

is and how they are funded.30

Since the start of the initiative, a contentious and intense debate has raged

over the regulation of external actors’ input into EU activities. Conducted
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mainly under the label of ‘lobbying transparency’ in the EU, the debate is also

relevant to the larger debate about the regulation of policy expertise.31

Generally, choices of who gains access to decision-makers and whose voice is

heard are contentious in any policy field. In the complex multi-level system of

the European Union, the provision of accountable and transparent external

advice and expertise is even more difficult than at the national level. Different

actors*prominent among them ALTER-EU (Alliance for Lobbying Trans-

parency and Ethics Regulation)32*have criticised the Green Paper for not

going far enough. Specifically, civil society organisations called for the creation

of a mandatory, independently regulated, central register of both lobbyists and

legislators to enhance transparency. They also demanded further Commission

proposals to end privileged access by commercial lobbyists and the introduc-

tion of a ‘cooling off’ phase before Commission public officials could be

employed in the private sector.

The Rising Relevance of Security Expertise in the EU

The outlined debates over the access of lobbyists, external advisers and experts

to EU policy-making are directly relevant to the case of EU security expertise.

In contrast to longer-standing traditions in most other EU policy fields, the

specific case of security expertise is a new phenomenon for the EU and rose in

relevance in parallel with the rapid development of a European security

architecture within the last six years. This process has engendered a new need

for knowledge about security-relevant topics at the EU level and it has drawn a

series of new external actors to Brussels. Yet due to the relative novelty of the

problem, little debate exists about the specific role of security expertise in the

EU. The following sections therefore first introduce examples of the need for

security expertise, outline the current status quo of relevant actors in the field,

and then comment on three specific challenges and constraints of security

advice in the EU.

Fields and Actors

Where is expertise needed? The two cross-cutting policy fields of EU crisis

management and counter-terrorism policies specifically showcase the pre-

viously discussed challenge of providing comprehensive security advice in

response to an increasingly complex security environment. In the first case, the

EU’s tasks range from dealing with the immediate security problems of regional

conflicts to handling the longer-term implications of weak statehood, such as

organised crime, and developmental or humanitarian needs. EU peace-building

strategies thus provide us with a microcosm of interlinked security challenges,

for each of which new and interlinked knowledge about its different facets are

needed. The emerging nexus between security and developmental policies,33 the

interaction of police and military missions in upholding public security and the
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rule of law,34 and the implementation of comprehensive peace-building

strategies35 are examples of cross-cutting policy challenges in need of matching

expertise. With several short-term conflict management missions and longer-

term development and peace-building projects on the ground simultaneously,

the EU faces the difficult question of how to forge links between the divergent

aims and mandates of its different missions and projects. Yet, so far, both

solicited expertise and adopted policies have mostly remained tied to the

fragmented legislative structure of the European Union.36

At the same time, challenges of bringing the different types of relevant

expertise to the SAME table have also surfaced in the European Union’s

counter-terrorism strategy. With counter-terrorism competences segmented

according to functions and legislative frameworks, the interactions between

domestic law enforcement and intelligence experts in the third-pillar framework

with second-pillar defence and external intelligence have been limited. This

hybrid character of policy-making has been characterised as a system of

‘fragmented governance, leading to inconsistencies between the Second and the

Third Pillar regarding anti-terrorism efforts’.37 Similarly, a recent evaluation of

the EU’s response to terrorism criticised that, ‘in an area where clarity of roles

and responsibilities is vital, we found the structures within the EU for

combating terrorism complex and confusing’.38

Who provides expertise? Although the EU’s supranational first-pillar decision-

making structures have developed in the direction of a ‘normal’ pluralist

political system, its second- and third-pillar-based security policies still follow

mostly intergovernmental and executive-driven bargaining models of policy-

making that involve only a relatively small and closed set of experts. Struggling

to cope with the increasing operational demands on its security structures, the

EU generally relies on the three major professional communities outlined

before for soliciting expertise: in-house expertise, advice of professional security

services and defence industry interest representation. Within the EU security

architecture itself, for instance, the Council’s Joint Situation Centre and Javier

Solana’s Policy Unit are high-profile organisations that provide in-house

expertise to EU policy-makers. Advice from the professional security services

is channelled inter alia through the EU’s Military Staff*similarly located in

the Council’s Secretariat General*and different Council working groups

staffed with national police and intelligence experts.39

Recent years have seen a distinct rise in the influence of defence industry

interests at the EU level. The debate about the Commission’s high-level advisory

committee for its newly created EU Security Research Programme40 is a case in

point. In 2003, the Commission convened the ‘Group of Personalities’ (GoP) to

provide guidance for the future security research needs of the Union. It featured

overall eight defence industry firms among its 25 participants, with other

research institutions also having strong links to the European defence industry.

In its final report, GoP advised the establishment of a European Security
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Research Advisory Board (ESRAB) that the Commission subsequently created

in 2005.41 ESRAB includes experts from various stakeholder groups. Of its 50

seats, industry representatives take up 14, with the first two chairmen drawn

from defence industry giants European Aeronautic Defence and Space

Company (EADS) and Thales.42 Both advisory groups have been criticised for

their defence bias and the inadequate representation of civil society groups and

civilian research institutes.43

The rising influence of defence industries has also become apparent through

recent rearrangements of the European defence industry lobby. The most

prominent merger of formerly relatively powerless lobby groups took place in

the aerospace sector: in 2004, EDIG (European Defence Industries Group),

AECMA (European Association of Aerospace Industries) and EUROSPACE

merged into the AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe

(ASD). This group represents ‘the aeronautics, space, defence and security

industries in Europe in all matters of common interest with the objective of

promoting and supporting the competitive development of the sector’44 and is

both bigger in scope and greater in its potential for influence than its

predecessors were. Additionally, the Commission established two high-level

advisory groups in the areas of shipbuilding and aerospace: LeaderSHIP 2015

and Star 21 represent both civilian and military interests and advise the

Commission on questions of competitiveness and the future of the European

shipbuilding and aviation industries. Lastly, initiatives with high industry

involvement such as Forum Europe’s ‘Security and Defence Agenda’ (SDA),

formerly the ‘New Defence Agenda’, serve as forums to facilitate networking

and discussions among policy practitioners, academics and defence industry

representatives.45

This brief overview displayed the recent rise in external advisors that vie for

influence within the newly created European security institutions. The

discussion of the composition of some of the new advisory bodies highlighted

the rising influence of defence industry representatives as well as the clearly

limited role of civilian research institutes and organisations in providing

expertise. So far, though, the outlined emerging supply and demand sides of EU

security expertise have only been discussed under the heading of ‘arms industry

lobbying’.46 The following three observations on the nature of EU security

expertise therefore specify some more generic challenges to and constraints on

enacting provisions of comprehensive security advice.

Challenges and Constraints

Expert knowledge is compartmentalised. The professionally segmented basis of

most forms of security knowledge and, in the case of the EU, the ‘pillarised’

structure of the system of security governance, hinders the development of

comprehensive forms of security expertise. As to the first point, the develop-

ment and exchange of expert knowledge often takes place in networks or policy
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communities that are organised along professional lines, not by substantive

questions and problems. According to Jasanoff, the disciplinary nature of

these discourses may on the one hand ‘enable more rigorous analysis of issues

within the designated frame, but they may also systematically shut out some

significant perspectives, preventing recognition of problems that cannot easily

be formulated in disciplinary terms’.47 The problem of discipline-bound

expertise failing to adequately deal with boundary-traversing challenges has

become obvious in the European fight against terrorism. Predominantly in the

field of European policing, intra-disciplinary expert networks transcended

national boundaries long before the emergence of EU third-pillar policies.48

Additionally, professional forums such as the ‘Club of Berne’ for the

intelligence community, the ‘Police Working Group on Terrorism’ for terror-

ism-related aspects of law enforcement or the ‘European Organisation of

Military Associations’ are prototypes of professional experts in Europe-wide

networks. Yet the expectations of some policy network analysts, that European

‘experts in particular fields . . . [make] direct contact with one another across all

kinds of institutional divisions’49 in order to solve coordination problems in the

face of a ‘corrosion of vertical command structures within institutions’50, have

not come true. Quite the contrary, lateral links between the different expert

communities are still few and far between, and particularly the relationship

between the law enforcement and intelligence communities has been largely

characterised by distrust or mutual avoidance.

The second obstacle to the provision of comprehensive expertise is the

‘pillarisation’ of the European system of security governance. Despite the

observation that security problems increasingly cut across the legal and

institutional structures of the EU, decision-making on these issues has

remained confined to single pillars. The structural layout of the European

security architecture impedes engagement with cross-cutting issues due to its

organisational compartmentalisation and a corresponding lack of institutional

venues that would allow for comprehensive policy-making. In addition, the

provision of expert advice is aligned to the sub-sectors dealing with internal

security and questions of defence respectively. What is more, these communities

of experts are segmented according to their respective professional background,

which makes it likely that expertise developed within each circle provides

solutions that remain tied to the problem-definitions and worldviews of the

service in question. Yet, faced with an ever more complex security environment,

this compartmentalisation of security expertise has become problematic.

Generally the interaction between the different professional communities has

been low, resulting from their distinct organisational structures, fields of

activity and forms of professional training. Hence, the largely professional

nature and segmented structure of the security sector in Europe has prevented

the evolution of strong lateral links and networks among the expert commu-

nities: security expertise remains fragmented and far from comprehensive.
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Expert knowledge is situated. Security expertise is often linked to specific

professional settings characterised by distinct sets of problem-definitions and

available capabilities. Two corollaries follow for expertise provided in complex

security settings: differently situated security experts will offer diverging views

on similar issues. Also, in situations where the occupations of different security

experts overlap, expert competition rather than cooperation is expected to be

the norm. Regarding the first point, the assumption is that as far as actors draw

on their specific professional and organisational background to provide

expertise, there will be a close link between the proposed solutions and their

professional capabilities. To the detriment of comprehensiveness, expert advice

is likely to draw on worldviews derived from a specific organisational or

professional background. These diverge from other experts’ perspectives on a

specific problem and often reflect professional interests and capabilities, rather

than directly solving the problem at hand. Generally, professional expertise is

thus in danger of being solution- rather than problem-driven, since the

existence of certain capabilities and fields of expertise is often converted into

an inclination to discover goals these abilities might serve.51

In this understanding, the relationship between the formulation of a policy

problem and the answers to solve it is a very close one, since the expected

alignment of expertise with the specific worldviews of an organisation or

profession affects the framing of the debated issues. The capability to define

‘what a security problem is and how to deal with it’ gains primary importance

in this view. If organisations succeed in defining problems as lying within their

own areas of expertise, the concerned organisation remains necessary to

ameliorate the problem at hand. It follows that an organisation’s ability to

define problems according to its institutional worldviews and capabilities and

to export this problem definition into its environment enhances its chances of

survival.

Yet, the compartmentalised security agencies of the European Union are not

only prone to put forward diverging accounts of particular policy problems that

reflect each professional community’s internal preferences and problem-

definitions, they also invite battles over material resources and influence. On

the subject of the second point, the article thus assumes that the convergence of

different sets of expert actors within ever-closer fields of activity leads to

increased competition among them. The new and comprehensive security

agenda aggravates this problem, as it builds upon the need for enhanced

coordination and cooperation among a multitude of security services and

political decision-making mechanisms across the EU. However, what would be

difficult to achieve within a single organisation, i.e. the coherent treatment of a

complex problem, becomes nearly unattainable in the security sector. Here,

organisations with historically diverging institutional traditions are expected to

pool expertise on specific issues after decades or centuries of separate

development. Therefore, contrary to arguments that internal and external

security are increasingly ‘merging’, it is assumed rather that a fierce battle over
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problem-definitions and resources among security experts is being waged. In

the field of EU peace-building, for instance, expertise from the developmental

and humanitarian communities often differs considerably from expertise

provided by military professionals, leading to diverging assessments of future

courses of action for the EU. In addition, the collision of conflicting

institutional cultures and organisational interests has negatively affected

attempts at bringing together the situation assessments of law enforcement

and intelligence experts in the EU’s fight against terrorism.

Public and private expert knowledge converges. Policy-makers increasingly draw

on private sector expertise to counteract their lack of knowledge about complex

social and technological interrelationships. Public�private partnerships, which

are forms of cooperation between governments, non-governmental organisa-

tions and firms, were established across policy fields with the aim of increasing

the problem-solving capacity of governmental activities.52 The trend of

outsourcing the provision of expertise to private actors has also reached the

security field, where*as already outlined for the case of the European

Commission*security policy-makers increasingly leverage private sector

capital and expertise to advise security and defence policy-making. What is

striking is that in contrast to the segmented forms of expertise generated within

the public security bureaucracies, private security expertise has successfully

started to collapse the traditional boundaries between civilian, police and

defence issues. Particularly in the field of security research, new multi-purpose

technologies transcend the divisions between civilian and defence research,

such as in the area of communication and information technologies. Here, the

boundaries between intelligence, policing and military applications have

become obsolete, since intelligence, border control, crisis management or

counter-drug operations all have to resort to similar surveillance and secure

communications technologies. Interestingly, it is often no longer defence or

security companies, but civilian firms for the commercial market, that develop

these new security technologies.

Facilitated by recent moves of the European Commission into the field of

security research,53 the EU has similarly witnessed this new development, since

private actors have started to negotiate the obstacles of a fragmented European

security sector. For instance, the report of the ‘Group of Personalities’ advisory

group argued, ‘the technology base for defence, security and civil applications

increasingly forms a continuum. Across this continuum, applications in one

area can often be transformed into applications in another area’.54 Hence, they

advised the European Commission to take advantage of dual-use technologies

and of the growing overlap of security functions to bridge the gap between civil

and defence research.55 Thus, while public expertise has so far remained tied to

the segmented structure of the European security sector, the progressive

integration of private technological expertise has to some extent become

more unitary. On the downside, critics of the emerging close relationship
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between private firms and defence contractors and the project of a European

security research programme have pointed towards the military bias in the EU’s

proposals for security research. Particular concern has been voiced over the fact

that the ‘Group of Personalities’ report ‘appears to be presenting an industry

wish list rather than impartial expert advice’.56 Aside from these voices

criticising the under-representation of civilian expertise on European security

research issues, the larger question of what relevance private security expertise

should have for the development of a European security research framework

has remained an open question.

Towards Accountable and Comprehensive Security Expertise

Two major dilemmas for the provision of accountable and comprehensive

expertise follow from the prior discussion of the nature of expert knowledge in

the EU security field. On the one hand, the complexity of today’s security

challenges aggravates the generic accountability problems of security expertise.

Due to the sensitive nature of most security issues and the described closed

nature of the community of professional security experts, accountability issues

are traditionally difficult to tackle in the security field. Under conditions of

increased environmental complexity, the sheer number of actors involved in

security political decisions rises, bringing with it the challenge of keeping the

decision-making process transparent. The pervasive uncertainty about the

outcomes of security policy decisions, on the other hand, has brought about a

proliferation of competing forms of expert advice. The problem at hand is how

to decide on the relevance of different sources of knowledge, and therefore on

the question of whether governments can ‘choose at will among available expert

viewpoints, provided only that their advisers display acceptable professional

credentials’.57

Accountability versus Secrecy

Debates about the accountability of security expertise refer back to the initial

question of how different forms of expertise enter the process of political

decision-making and how democratic oversight can be guaranteed in these

different cases. This article follows Bono’s argument that democratic oversight

is generally best exercised through parliamentary representatives in a trans-

parent system of decision-making procedures with the appropriate checks and

balances at the EU and, if necessary, national levels.58 Yet, despite an

unequivocal need for better oversight mechanisms in the complex institutional

settings of EU security policies, we have to take questions that concern the

potential secrecy of information in the security field into account. Frequently,

security expertise concerns sensitive information that is restricted in its

circulation and cannot be easily shared with a wider audience. Open access

to expert information from the outside is thus sometimes unachievable and
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direct democratic oversight is difficult. One option for solving this conundrum

are special parliamentary control panels that were established in some member

states explicitly to deal with sensitive information, for instance in relation to

intelligence policies. In the case of Germany, the Bundestag itself decides on the

number of panel members, its composition and its working methods. It can

demand the submission of detailed information by the federal government on

general activities and specific operations. The government must also permit

access to files and databases, interviews with intelligence service staff and visits

to their premises. The panel has a low number of participants with security

clearance*currently nine*and does not fully disclose its information to a

wider public arena.

Beyond the potential option of involving the European Parliament more

deeply in the oversight of EU security policies, the article advocates more

generally that accountability in the field of security expertise should be

established as a procedural category that guarantees due process and

transparency in the selection and use of expertise in political decision-making.

Procedural accountability, as developed in the context of the EU ‘White Paper

on Governance’, refers to ways of guaranteeing the ‘due process’ of the way

expertise is developed, used and communicated. This concept consists of steps

to ensure the transparent choice of experts along with mechanisms that

minimise the impact of vested interests on policy-making. Regarding the latter,

a recurring difficulty of soliciting expertise has been the merging of

stakeholders and experts in the European institutional framework: the

consultation of interested parties systematically overlaps with the gathering

of expert advice and ‘very often an individual is both an expert and an

interested party’.59 With a limited number of competent experts and a large

number of potential, often private, stakeholders, the security sector is no

exception to this. To solve this problem, the European Commission aims to

make these ‘dependencies explicit’, while recognising that some of them ‘could

impinge on the policy process more than others’.60 In the specific case of

defence security expertise, the rather vague wording of the Commission’s

guidelines is not far-reaching enough. In this case, stakeholders and experts

necessarily merge, with detrimental consequences for the impartiality of their

advice. Here, the consultation of interested parties should be separated as far as

possible from advice on future EU security research and procurement policies.

So far though, the general thrust of the Commission’s White Paper on

Governance and its guidelines on the use of expertise have not yet been

implemented in the field of security expertise and lobbying.

Merging versus Diversifying Expertise

Complex security challenges demand the inclusion of a wider range of

expertise in political decision-making: from specialised civilian expertise

relevant to the task of peace-building to advice about the coordination of
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domestic preparedness against terrorist attacks, new types of knowledge have

to complement traditional security expertise. The new comprehensive security

advice depends on the pooling of expert advice from all fields involved in the

management of a particular security problem. Yet the complexity of the issues

at stake and the resulting uncertainty about policy choices and outcomes has

rendered expert advice contested and the assessment of substantively

diverging expert opinions difficult. Faced with the fragmentation

and proliferation of expert advice, the question of how to foster a

truly comprehensive knowledge of security problems arises: through diversify-

ing the access of competing advice to decision-making or through merging

different forms of professional expert advice? An argument for diversifying

expertise can be made on the grounds that security advice has traditionally

been limited to a small closed community of security experts that have made

access for external, particularly civilian, experts difficult. Broadening the

access of a more diverse set of actors to the decision-making process would

help to guarantee an adequate representation of expertise in situations where

no one single way to solve a particular problem exists. In addition, the

diversification of expertise would encourage more expansive public debates

about competing positions through which professional biases could be

diminished. In sum, providing political venues for competing forms of

expertise would acknowledge the necessary plurality of expert knowledge

and simultaneously avoid the over-representation of partial views on complex

problems.
On the other hand, a case could be made for the integration, rather than the

diversification, of expertise on complex security issues. By matching the

emerging links between security sub-sectors with joined-up forms of expertise,

expert knowledge could contribute to the design of more coherent and

consistent security policies. In this perspective, the achievement of coherent

and balanced advice on cross-cutting security issues depends on active steps to

overcome the described fragmentation of expert knowledge, for instance

through actions that foster the exchange of information between professional

providers of security expertise. However, the practical implementation of

coherent and comprehensive security advice has proven to be difficult. It has

been hampered not only by the previously outlined fragmentation of security

advice into the internal and external security sectors, professions and policies,

but also by the sheer amount of information needed for devising multi-

dimensional solutions. Moreover, the idea of integrating security expertise is up

against serious constitutional challenges: while pooling knowledge on specific

threats among different security agencies sounds on the face of it desirable, it

has to be weighed against the constitutional principle of separating the tasks of

the different internal and external security agencies that is upheld by most

member states of the EU. This dilemma has come particularly to the fore in the

ongoing fight against terrorism. The need to share essential information to

prevent terrorist attacks has at times led to a convergence of police and
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intelligence work in which the formerly separate areas of criminal investigation

and intelligence provision have become blurred. In some cases, the close

cooperation of intelligence professionals with the law enforcement and judicial

systems has allowed for information gathered by intelligence agencies to be

used as evidence in court*with obvious drawbacks for the protection of the

constitutionally guaranteed civil liberties of the individual.
The arguments put forward for the diversification and integration of expertise

therefore pose a dilemma: in the first case, broadening the representation of

different opinions on specific security challenges may lead to a situation where

fragmented forms of expertise prevail. In the second case, the merging of

different forms of expertise may be detrimental to the fundamental freedoms of

individuals. On a case by case basis, policy-makers thus have to weigh the trade-

off between the demands for integrated expertise and the requirement of

pluralistic advice.
In conclusion, the article discussed challenges of providing accountable and

comprehensive expertise for a European security sector faced with an

increasingly uncertain and complex security environment. It argued that

security expertise operates under specific constraints: the limited access of

external experts, the inherent sensitivity of security policies and the professional

origins of most security expertise all affect the way specialised knowledge enters

the security decision-making process. The article saw a lack of fully accountable

ways of selecting and using expert advice as a likely side-effect of this specific
configuration of security expertise. In the discussed case of security expertise

for the European Union, these challenges were argued to be particularly

pronounced: so far, the development of appropriate oversight mechanisms has

lagged behind the increasingly frequent use of external security expertise by

actors within the EU’s security institutions.
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